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herein that the sequence is the usual on
namely, 1—4-2-2-6-3-5.
set of al
tei'nately
exhatisting. cylindersEach
is connected
to a separate exhamist manifold and mu?tier, .
the cylindlers 1, 2, and 3 being connected 55
to thë : exhaust manifold 11 and through it
to6 being
the muffler
12, and the cylinders 4, 5, and ...
der
Internal-Combustion
Engines,
of
which
connected to the exhaust manifold
the following is a specification.
- f *
it to the muffler 14. As
My invention relates to multi-cylinder in 13 andinthrough
Fig. 3, the usuial working stroke
10. ternal combustion engines with muffled ex shown
of the piston 20 in each cylinder is substan
haust. . . .
tially 13,5° of the movement" of the crank, .
I have found, that when the exhausts of shaft
working stroke being completed
the various cylinders of a multi-cylinder before21,thethecompletion
of the down stroke of " |
internal combuistion "engine are connected befol
the piston. Upon the 'completion of the 65 * *
7o cull (hom, it may concerne:
Be it known that I, Jo? ? C. MooRE, a
citizen of the United States, i residing at
Connersville, in the county of Fayette, and
. State
of Indiana, have invented a new and
useful Muffler Arrangement for Multicylin

common to the så me muftler, there is :
15, " indilution
of the explosive mixture in the en-.

| 20

25

gine cylinders by burnt gases which are
forcedor held back in such cylinders. This
is due to the fact that the exhaust ports of
the i cylinders are open for more than 180°.
of crank shaft movement, i so that at the
opening of the exhaust ports for each cylin
der two or more i cylinders are connectedl
through the exhaust manifold. On account
of the resistance of the mit fler, tlie pressure
of the exhaust just beginning forces or holds

w

z

working stroke. "tlhe exiliatist * valves are i

opened so that the burnt gases in the cylin
de' may escape into the muu?iller, the exhaust
valves remaining open until the piston has
reached the end of its clown stroke and
has a nadle the complete up stroke, andl
stadly until it has started again on its
down stroke, or about 23.5° of the nuovement ?
of the crank shaft. In the six cylindler en
gine connected as shown, where successively 75 i
exhausting cylinders : lhave ” their pistons
space 1:20° apart on the crank shaft, the ":" |
exhaust valves of a cylinder should remain **.

the burnt gases back in the cylinder fron
which the exhaust is nearly completed. Ac open i for less than twice sich spacing, or .
cording to my invention, this dilution of
240° dégrees.
. . .
80 ***
30 the explosive mixture is prevented by the lessInthan
the operation of the engine connected ' ’
Ise of a plurality of mtu fillers, two usually. as shown,
two cylinders which exhaust ' ,
being sufficient. These mu?liers are connect successively,anystuch
1 and 4, 4 and 2, 2 and
el to the engine cylindlers so that succes 6, 6 and 3, 3 and as
5, and 5 and 1, discharge i
sively exhausting ("ylindlers exhaust through
into different ones of the two mufliers 12 andl. 85
35 différent’muflilers.
14. Thus the exhaust pressure from a cylin- :
The various novel features of my inven der
force or hold the burnt gases ***
tion will appear from the description i and backcannot
in the cylinder next previously ex- '
drawings and will be particularly pointed
hausting, IBecause the exhaust valves, are
, , out in the claims.
open for less than twice the angle of spac 90 :
40 : In the drawings Figure is a semi-dia ing
the pistons on the crank shaft, no .
grammatic view of ar six cylinder engine ex twò of
cylinders are open to the same exhaust
hausting through two mufflers in accordance : maihifold
same time,one
so that
the pres
with my invention; Fig.2 is a diagrammatic sure fromatthetheexhaust
cylinderican- ,
vertical cross-section through such an engine , not force or hold the of
gases back in 95 : ' ,
shown in Fig. 1; and Fig. 3 is a diagram the Second previously burnt
| 45 as
exhausting
cylinder. '
showing the relation , between the working Thus,
dilution
of
the
explosive
mixture
is
stroke, the exhaust, and the crank "shaft completely prevented.
movement. . . .
- - -- While ? have shown my invention as ap- i
. . . The six cylinders of the engine 10 exhaust plied
to a six cylinder engine of the four 100 ***
50 in any desired sequence, it being assumed.
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cycle type, it may be applied to engines of of others, a plurality of independent con 65
ther types and witly a gre: ter or less num duits having separate discharge openings to.
be' of cylinders.
4.
I therefore aim to cover the atnçois pluere, each i conduit being connect
al modifications which do not involve a de ed to the exhaust ports of cylinders whose
5 partäure from the spirit and scope of my in exhaust periods do not overlap at any time.
Avention, as set forth in the following claims. 7. In combination, a multi-cylinder inter 70
What I claim as new is:
nal combustion engine laaving umore than two
1. In combination, a multi-cylinder in cylinders and in which successively exhaust
ternal combustion engine having more than ing cylinders have exhaust strokes overlap
"two cylinders and in which the exhaust ping in time, a plurality of independent
periods of successively exhausting cylinders mufilers less in number than the number of 75
overlap, a plurality of independent mufflers cylinders of the engine and as great in num
less in number than the number of cylinders ber as the greatest number of cylinders ·
of the engine, said mufilers having separate which are exhausting av any one time, raid
discharge openings to the atmosphere, and mufillers having separate discharge openings
connections between the exhausts of the sev to the atmosphere, and connections between 80
eral engine. cylinders and the mufilers where the exhausts of the several engine cylinders
successively exhausting cylinders are con and the mufflers whereby cylinders whose
nected to different mufflers.
exhaust strokes overlap in time are connect
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2. In combination, a multi-cylinder in

ternal combustion engine having a composite
number - of cylinders and in which the ex
haust periods of successively exhausting cyl
inders overlap, a plurality of independent
mufflers the number of which is an aliquot
part of the number of engine cylinders, said
m:filers having separate discharge openings
to the atmosphere, and connections between
each muflier and a plurality of, but less than
all of, the engine cylinders, successively ex
hausting cylinders being connected to differ
it innufilers.
',
3. In combination, a multi-cylinder inter
nal combustion engine having more than two
cylinders
and in which the exhaust periods
of successively exhausting cylinders over
lap, two independent mufilers having sepa
ate discharge openings to the atmosphere,
a nel connections between each muffler and
alternately exhausting cylinders of the en
gine.
* *
.
4. In cimbination, a six-cylindler internal
combustion engine, and two independent
I tilliiers respectively connected to the exhaust
sides of alternately discharging cylinders of
saidl engine, having separate discharge open
ings to the atmosphere.
5. In combination, a multi-cylinder inter
nal ei olulistion engine having more than two

cylinders i nel in which the periods of open

ing (of the exhaust valves of a prility of

cylindler's overlap, a plurality of independent :
nufilers less in number tham tle number of
cylindler's of the engine, said niftlers having

ed to different mufflers.

8. In combination, a multi-cylinder inter 85

nal combustion engine having more than two
cylinders and in which the exhaust periods

of successively exhausting cylinders overlap,

a plurality of independent mufflers less in 90º

number -than the number of cylinders of the
engine, said mufliers having separate dis
charge openings to the atmosphere, and con
nections between each muffler and a plural-' .
ity of, but less than all of, the engine cylin
ders, successively exhausting-cylinders being 95
connected to different mufflers.
9. In an internal combustion engine hav
ing a plurality of cylinders and arranged so
that one cylinder i shall exhaust before the.
other has completed its exhaust stroke, a pas 100
sage communicating with the exhaust ports

of a part of Said cylinders, a passage.com
municating, with the exhaust ports of the
rest of said cylinders, said cylinders being
arranged to exhaustinto said passages i so 05
that the cylinders exhausting at the same
time shall exhaust into different passages, . .
and said two passages having separate dis
charge openings to the atmosphere. . . . .
10. In an internal combustion engine hav 110

ing a plurality of cylinders any one of which
exhausts during the exhaust stroke of some
other of said cylinders, a plurality of pas
sages which communicate with the exhaust
ports of different said cylinders, said cylin 115
dlers being aurranged to exhaust into said
passages so that the cylinders exhausting at
the
same tiune shall exhaust into different
passages, and said passages having separate
120
outlets to the atmosphere..
11. In an internal combustion engine hav
ing a plurality of cylindlers any one of which
exhalists during the exhaust stroke of son?
other of said cylinders, a plurality of paus
sages which conumunicate with the exhaust 125'
ports of different cylinde's, Said cylinders

separate disellarge openings to the atmos
ohere, and connections between the exhausts
“ of the severa engine cylinders and tlhe un fl
flet": so that ay two cylindlers of which the
?eiriols of oilering of the exhaust valves
) vººr}:}} are connected to clifferent un filers.
f3. Il ; combination witly the cyliler's of a
i 12 ? i - :yidler interna i cynbost ioi engine
ir virtir nuore than tw ) :ylinders the exha ist beinig arranged to exhaustinto said passages.
peries of some of which overlap with those so that the exhaust ports of any cylinder
----
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connected with any one of said passages. this 9th day of April, A: D. one thousand,

P " Shen the
P nine, hundred andº: twelve. * * * , o
same passage are closed, and said passages
, , , JOHN C. MOORE. (L. s.]

of all other cylinders i conn?cted with the . . . .

having separate outlets to the atmosphere. . Witnesses:
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set .
HARRY S. JoHNSON, .

my hand and seal at Connersville, Indiana,-

FREDERIC I. BARRows.
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